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GSLV MK III
An international news that grabbed 

the limelight in June was

India's successful launch of the 

country's most powerful rocket,

the GSLV Mark 3.
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Editor's Notes 

By Bindu Vijayan

Rajalakshmi writes 'connecting technology to nature - the 

datafication...' She says " as we become more and more data 

hungry, the data centers will become more power hungry...", 

her researches show how important it is for companies to take 

a careful look at their energy expenses and design more 

efficient data centres.

Jayashree writes about 'the secret sauce in your solution', she 

says "for an organization to become one of the best in its 

domain, to be sought by clients, the organization needs to 

inculcate the best possible culture in its environ, one that's 

ideal for its clients, employees and domain of operation." 

Sourav writes about 'The Draconian Devil', his chance meeting 

with Arttu Lisaka, a Finn who quit his high paying job and 

became a professional poker player, guess why? He needed to 

get away from some of the draconian laws of his ex-employer. 

Something to do with the way millennials are wired; they don't 

take too well to regulations, I admire their free spirit and 

sharp-as-attack brains, but how well are organizations ready 

to drop corporate legislation to accommodate the millennial 

brilliance?

I decided to write about the attributes I think are important for 

us to get our 'awesome' right! Corporate giants and modest 

startups, you, me, and the world at large - from Gen Z to 

Gen Y and backwards, the Gen X, the older Gen Xers - we all 

need to meet at the common ground of 'win and let win' with 

respect and integrity, how else do we maintain our 

awesomeness!

The entire enGAge team shares Anish's passion and curiosity 

for 'Space', our boundless 3D extent where objects and events 

happen... and this time, he talks about India's GSLV Mark 3.  

He takes us thru details of how the GSLV Mark 3 was built, the 

intense tests it had to go through before launch and other 

interesting details.

Happy reading…

Today, everything is about Information Technology - intelligent 

software, machine learning, automation, robotics - with an 

increasing need for agile businesses with faster time to market.  

Facebook teaches machines to negotiate with humans, Elon 

Musk says the future is 'total automation', it's a data driven 

race into the future with specialists and sophisticated tools.

Arup writes of the areas that specialists in IT enterprise with 

highly sophisticated tools in the enterprise management are 

focusing on - Network fault & performance management, 

service impact monitoring, application discovery mapping, 

etc., and that brings us to GAVS' GAVel.  

Sreeja writes about GAVel, GAVS' predictive analytics platform, 

and takes us through various roles in an IT organization and 

how GAVel helps each one in his / her specialized role, be it a 

CIO, an ITSM Manager, a Server agent, a service-desk agent, 

or an end user.
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Make GAVel 
Your Choice!

By Sreeja Venkateshwaran

GAVS' GAVel is a predictive analytics platform that uses 

intelligent & insightful data aggregation to provide proactive 

and predictive risk management. Built on Microsoft's Cortana 

Intelligent Suite and driven by AzureML, HDInsights & Open 

source technology, it aggregates information from multiple 

sources to deliver predictive insights. These insights are 

delivered from the complex algorithms which empower IT 

users and the business to resolve issues at a faster pace and 

proactively be warned of incoming issues. The predictive 

algorithms correlates events and hidden patterns within this 

data to empower IT users and the business to make insightful 

decisions to manage operations efficiently.

What GAVel does:

Here is an account of how GAVel works from a role 

perspective. We have identified key roles in an organization to 

show how GAVel has enhanced their operations

End User Landscape

The end user is the cornerstone of any organization and it is 

vital that solutions and services that organizations choose 

should empower the end-users for performing their day-to-

day activities seamlessly.

Predicts  through statistical 

models

Predicts potential failures based on current events and 

historical behavior leading to increased uptime and 

business availability

Removes duplicate incidents & estimates potential spike in 

incident queue as it monitors and highlights critical events 

and removes false positives

Through it's Sentiment Analytics, it enables continuous 

improvement and accurately measures user satisfaction

Intelligent end-user assistant for self-help and quick 

resolution

accurate resolution time
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GAVel has helped to shift the agent's focal axis to customer 

experience through it's proactive issue resolution techniques 

with minimum delay and understanding of end user 

communication.

GAVel empowers the Server Agent in areas 

of server monitoring for any possible 

downtime, gathers the server health status 

and proactively organizes maintenance 

activities way ahead of issue occurrences.

GAVel through its  lists potential resolutions. It 

conveys the remedial course of actions thus empowering 

users through potential self-service resolution. 

GAVel through its Ticket Volume Model aggregates similar 

tickets and reduces the ticket redundancy influx. 

The moment the user raises a ticket, GAVel estimates 

“Expected Time for Completion” (ETC) for the ticket 

based on the average completion time taken by the 

agents to resolve the issues of a similar nature. This helps 

the user to actually see their resolution time and 

speeds the agent's action course.

With GAVel, users can chat in real-time with the agents 

thereby increasing the transparency to the ticket lifecycle.

Using text mining and NLP, GAVel provides a sense of 

customer sentiment at a ticket level, agent level and 

category level thereby enabling corrective actions to 

further drive-up the customer experience.

GAVel's sentiment analysis engine accurately measures 

user satisfaction as positive, negative through three 

important facts – response accuracy , timeliness and 

overall experience.

'GAVelBot'

Provides comprehensive ticket information pertaining to 

the agent (who it is assigned to, pending, action 

intervention etc.)

Prioritizes the pending tickets queue of the agent using 

the following parameters:

      About to breach SLA 

      Ticket sentiment based on critical user and 

      business impact

Provides information on the tickets pending for the 

Agent's action based on 3 categories:

      User sentiment is trending towards negative

      User had responded to the agent's query and 

      awaiting agent's action

      Tickets that have exceeded the suggested ETC 

Agent's experience and expertise on similar tickets

Agent's feedback and user ratings

Agent's current workload

What GAVel Does?
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What GAVel Does?

Tough job, but GAVel 

can help the ITSM 

Manger realize all his 

commitments through 

its 360 degree view of 

entire IT infrastructure 

operations, behavior & 

event pattern 

predictions, 

empowerment through 

insights and reduction in 

false positives

What GAVel Does?

A one stop shop for gathering all required information for 

his day-to-day activities.

      Validation of tickets 

      Agents Status 

      Seamless functioning of servers and applications

      Scheduled maintenance activities

      Escalation reports 

      Task queue for immediate intervention

GAVel provides various dashboards for all required 

updates 

      Ticket Dashboard provides ticket information, 

      unassigned tickets, agents' action of tickets etc.

      Monitoring Metrics provides server and applications 

      details (on its health, seamless functioning)

      Network Monitoring provides network level updates 

      (list by network usage, etc.)

It was a hectic day and 'Delivery Manager', Rob had to send 

four meeting invites, receive critical information from key 

stakeholders to take an important decision and he was already 

running late. Chaos reigned as his MS outlook mail system 

suddenly stopped working! 

Rob immediately raised a ticket in the IT operations analytics 

and automation based Smart Machine, GAVel, and GAVelbot 

pops up. The bot automatically parses through Rob's ticket 

history and lists his past similar ticket he posted a couple of 

weeks ago, enumerating the remedial activities that was done 

then. Thankful, Rob went thru all the steps but his problem 

persisted. Hence, he went ahead and created a new ticket for 

the current issue. To his dismay, GAVel predicted that the 

estimated time for completion (ETC) is 4 hours. GAVel has 

predicted this time based on the average issue resolution time 

of similar issues. During the ticket creation, Rob had provided 

few comments on the issue criticality and the business impact 

it carries, hoping it would make a difference.

Provides a comprehensive view of the enterprise's servers 

and applications

Prioritizes the servers for immediate action based on high 

business impact, priority and severity

Correlates current tickets and events to provide with 

usable predictions for possible server downtime, edging 

up the server maintenance schedule , etc. using GAVel's 

Ticket Volume Model

Predictions on future events – possible server downtime, 

suggestions to move ahead the server maintenance 

activities in view of an impending server issue.

A single place for gathering all required information for his 

day-to-day activities.

      View of failures of past and its correlated revenue 

      impact 

      Critical issue / delay status and escalations 

      Capacity Planning of IT resources and Resource 

      Planning

GAVel's prediction engine and algorithms assist in better 

capacity planning of IT resources 

·

Influences and recommends resource optimization 

decisions 

Provides customized reports catering to unique 

requirements / preferences 

Provides a Virtual Floor view of the entire IT Infrastructure 

operations for enhanced transparency and visibility

A typical day managing your IT Operations with GAVel
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'Service Desk Agent', Dave started his day relatively happy. 

With GAVel, his ticket queues were more organized, prioritizing 

his tickets based on “to be breached SLAs range”, “ETC 

breached tickets”, user impact, tickets that are awaiting his 

action and more importantly, user sentiment trends (positive, 

negative, neutral). These GAVel utilities have helped Dave 

streamline his tickets, helped him eliminate response delays 

and assisted him with getting good user satisfaction ratings. 

GAVel's Virtual Supervisor came to Rob's rescue. It auto-triages 

tickets based on an agent's - ratings, experience and current 

workload. Based on this principle of triaging, Rob's ticket 

(outlook not working) was assigned to Dave.

Though Rob's ticket had an ETC of around 4 hours, Dave 

immediately started troubleshooting the ticket. The reason 

being, Rob's notes stating his urgency and the business impact 

thus defining his ticket's sentiment. As Rob hoped, the notes 

had added value to his ticket.

From his ticket queue, Dave also noticed that few other users 

are raising tickets on the same issue giving him an indication 

that there is one source that is creating all these similar issues 

and that similar tickets will be raised by more users. Hence 

Dave has to quickly address this issue.

Meanwhile the 'Server Agent', Tess who is responsible for 

monitoring servers was carefully viewing the GAVel 

dashboards and monitoring tabs on the servers with issues. 

GAVel segregates the servers based on the business impact, 

priority and severity of the issues. 

Today, Tess was getting alerts from GAVel of a possible 

downtime of an Application Server. With its predictive 

algorithms and event correlation techniques, GAVel predicts 

server issues and downtime possibilities based on correlating 

the tickets raised and user impact it creates. 

‘ITSM Manager' Satya, had just then directed Tess on the 

impending downtime of an application server. Satya only 

needed to login to GAVel to gather the entire updates 

required for his day-to-day activities – Ticket validation, Agents 

information, applications and server status, scheduled 

maintenance activity, escalation queue and most importantly, 

tasks for his immediate intervention. 

GAVel's Service Desk component enables him with a '360 

degree' view of the enterprise and the Service Intelligence 

component utilizes prescriptive and predictive algorithms to 

predict incident occurrence way ahead. GAVel's Ticket Volume 

Model (TVM) helped in significant reduction of logged events 

through - its future event predictions based on current events, 

and GAVel's capacity planning and event identification has 

triggered reduction in unplanned IT infrastructure downtime 

through prediction of future infrastructure events.

They have become Satya's true allies nowadays and the data 

rich dashboards (Ticket Information, Monitoring metrics and 

Network Monitoring) has empowered him with all required 

information. 

Managing the entire IT infrastructure operations of an 

enterprise is in itself a herculean task and that too when 

coupled with the task of receiving inputs from various systems 

/ tools for updates makes it enormous and time consuming. 

However in recent days, 'IT Infrastructure Director' Brian, needs 

only 15-20 minutes of his time to gather most of his necessary 

updates required for a 360 view of his IT organization with 

GAVel.

GAVel with its behavioral and event pattern predictions aids 

Brian to do better capacity planning of his organization's IT 

resources and also concurrently influences in his resource 

optimization decisions. GAVel has now become his virtual floor 

where he can view his entire enterprise through dashboards, 

standard and customized dashboards / views.

The characters mentioned in the above story are fictional, but 

not the situations and challenges that they go through every 

day. The above snippet tries to showcase GAVel’s unique 

capabilities and how it blends with your operations and ease, 

enrich and empower your organization on an ongoing basis.
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Connecting 
Technology To 

Nature

By Rajalakshmi M

Photo: Lakeside Data Center

The day was June 1st 2017, 4 days before the World 

Environment Day.  All media outlets pointed to just one piece 

of breaking news - Trump was taking US out of the Paris 

climate agreement, (ironically in the year when the theme is 

“Connecting people to Nature”). What this decision by 

President Trump means for the US, and other countries has 

been dissected by all leading newspapers and blogs. Those 

are big things that are decided by the think-tanks of the world. 

I would like to think of ours as a small world where Microsoft, 

Google, Amazon gets discussed more!

And so let's get into what goes into the Microsofts, Googles 

and IBMs – which is data… The biggest revolution in its world 

is the way it is handled. And to keep the tons and tons of data 

we are talking about here, we need mammoth data centers! 

So what does all this have to do with World Environment Day? 

Yes, energy. As enterprises keep moving to Amazon Web 

Services, Google Compute or Microsoft Cloud Service for their 

business needs, more and more data centers are needed. The 

growing popularity of IoT too spirals need for more data 

centers. These needs have made data centers one of the 

biggest consumers of Energy! And here starts the journey.

The global data centers consume about 3 per cent of the 

global electricity supply and account for about 2 per cent of 

total greenhouse gas emissions giving the same carbon 

footprint as the airline industry at the end of the year 2015. US 

data centers alone consumed around 70 billion kilowatt-hours 

of electricity in 2014(the most recent year examined) 

representing 2 percent of the country's total energy 

consumption, per a study conducted by the US Government 

agency. To get a better understanding of the gigantic nature of 

usage, we can look at the 1.1 m sq.ft Lakeside Data Center in 

Chicago, Illinois. Its infrastructure needs more than 100 

megawatts of power. Grid power is supported at least 50 

generators which are fueled by multiple 30,000 gallon tanks of 

diesel fuel. This facility is the second-largest power customer 

for Commonwealth Edison, behind Chicago's O'Hare Airport.

THE DATAFICATION TALE
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The need of data centers is only going to increase as more 

automation is adopted. Ian Bitterlin, Britain's foremost data 

center expert has said that the amount of energy used by data 

centers has been doubling every four years – despite the 

hardware innovations (that increases the capacity to store 

data). Thus, analysts forecast that estimated electricity usage 

by the data centers will treble in the next decade. This would 

put huge pressure on the power systems of the world. 

Companies have already looked at their energy expenses and 

have started making the data centers more efficient. The 

following chart indicates the usage of electricity:

Source: Microsoft Corp Source: McKinsey Report. 

Revolutionizing Data Center Efficiency

Source: Info-Research Group

Even after all the efficiency steps, the next steps have been 

taken are in reducing the carbon footprint. These steps have 

been taken as more companies have sustainability goals to 

fulfill along with the regulations for Clean Energy. These 

initiatives have been given a further boost by the decreasing 

renewable energy costs. 

Many data center users also want their data center providers 

to offer renewable energy options. The journey of usage of 

renewable energy has already started. The following is the 

scorecard released by Greenpeace for the usage of renewable 

energy by the major data center users:

(Chart is shown on Pg Number:13)

The report clearly indicates the work done by the technology 

giants in the field of using renewable energy in their business. 

These giants often secure long-term power purchase 

agreements (PPAs) with wind or solar plant developers at rates 

that are locked in for the duration of the contracts, covering 

themselves for energy market volatility. The above chart clearly 

indicates that the companies have a long way to go to use 

clean energy. Two things need to happen for these technology 

companies to become renewable energy driven:

The major chunk is used by the servers and server coolers. 

Hence the steps taken are also to meet these usages.  They 

include:

Hyperscale Data Centers- These are designed by 

companies, who have made improvements in server 

utilization, energy efficiency and cooling equipment  to 

provide a single, massively scalable computer architecture. 

The data centers are then leased out to others.

Cooling and Powering Strategies- New data centers are 

built in such a way that they can use the outside air for 

cooling, instead of depending on power using air 

conditioners to cool down servers.Some companies use 

liquid cooling and hot aisle isolation too.

Scaling-Servers today are more powerful and efficient. 

Companies have adopted energy efficiency software in 

data centers, and built servers such can automatically 

switch to a low-power state under low usage conditions. 

Companies have also opted to use fewer servers by 

running each server they had more aggressively allowing 

higher utilization of each server's total capacity.

Cloud Virtualization- Cloud service providers can optimize 

energy, while providing a low cost environment for 

companies to store their data.

Data Center locations may not be the ideal sites for wind 

and solar power extraction. Hence utility companies need 

to be available for giving the renewable energy. If the 

utility companies themselves are fossil fuel driven, these 

data centers may not get the renewable energy even if 

they are willing to buy. Further PPAs contracts also need to 

be enhanced with growing energy demands to make 

renewables more user friendly. 
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Finally, the Open Compute Project initiated by Facebook has 

been a start. The project enables data sharing among the 

various participants and thus helping the delivery of the most 

efficient server, storage and data center hardware designs for 

scalable computing.  This will ensure that energy efficient 

technology is being shared among the signatories. The 

signatories include Facebook, Intel, Rackspace, Google, Apple 

etc. This sort of innovation sharing could help the data world 

to be far more effective.

Regulatory systems for the use the renewable energy 

certificates (RECs) need to be enhanced.  RECs are issued 

by the renewables industry to record every unit of energy 

that's produced by renewable means. These RECs let 

renewable energy to be added to the grid.

Finally as individuals we need to remember the more we are 

going online, more the data needed, and more the data 

centers needed. As we become more and more data hungry, 

the data centers will become more and more power hungry. 

Every data center that comes up is because of the demand 

that exists in the market. It is our responsibility to see what we 

use the Internet for.

A collective effort is needed by the individuals, companies 

(producers and suppliers) and Governments to ensure that the 

human data expeditions can still enable technology 

connections with Nature.

Source: Fortune
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The best organizations aren't really the ones with the best 

people or the best technology. With good investments, it's 

quite possible to get the best talent and the best technology 

into an organization fairly quickly. However, for an 

organization to become one of the best in its domain, to be 

sought by clients, the organization needs to inculcate the best 

possible culture in its environ, one that's ideal for its clients, 

employees and domain of operation.

Client experiences and delivery depends not just on the 

quality of services they get but also on the employees 

delivering them, and the culture those employees have in their 

organization. This is especially true of the IT industry, where, 

the client needs help figuring out what they need for their 

business.

Say, Andy has a business idea and wants to start up a small 

business enterprise. He needs capital, personnel, technology 

etc., He approaches a HR services firm, for the personnel, a 

bank for the capital and an IT firm for the IT and network 

infrastructure. When he approaches the bank, he knows he 

needs capital and how much he needs.

Similarly, with the HR firm, he knows what SME's he needs and 

how many. But when he approaches an IT firm, he probably 

doesn't know what the ideal solution is, for his business 

requirement. Sometimes, even when a client knows their 

requirements, there is a good chance that it is not the best fit 

for them, thanks in part to the rapidly developing technologies 

and in part to the varied nature of businesses even within the 

same domain. 

The Secret 
Sauce in Your 

Solution

By Jayashree S
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“Which service provider to go with?”, is often a daunting 

question that businesses and IT managers face. What do you 

do to become the service provider of choice? In addition to 

delivering superior services and ideal solutions, the service 

provider of choice, has the secret sauce of “Customer focus”, in 

their solution. Being customer focused is a culture that cannot 

be adopted easily. It needs to be inculcated, imbibed and 

exhibited by every employee, for your company to be able to 

provide the client with the best services possible.

A lot of IT service firms just try to “sell” their products to 

clients. The best IT firms are not the ones that ask themselves, 

“Will my product work for this client”? The best IT firms are not 

even the ones that ask, “Is my product right for this client?” 

The best IT firms are the ones that start with the question, 

“What does my client need?”. 

 Only when the questions begin with the clients, are the best 

solutions born, not when you think from your product's side. 

And when your organization adopts the customer focused 

culture, this process is but natural and you're well on your way 

to become one of the best and sought-after organizations. 

Why don't we use a small story to demonstrate this? 

Lal Zodintluanga runs a small woodworks shop in a remote 

village deep in the mountains of Mizoram, India. While the 

employees perform all the heavy labor, Lal does works like 

billing, payroll, book keeping etc., Lal has never heard of 

computers or spreadsheets, so, he does all the work manually. 

When he receives orders, he writes them down on pen and 

paper; In detail. 

He makes out bills, verifies payments and receipts and every 

other work manually, with pen and paper. After spending most 

of his day this way, Lal returns home with aching hands and 

sore eyes. He's happy nevertheless, with a small but steady 

income.  He is happy and he does make profits. But, when he 

could finish all his work in a fraction of the time, why should he 

suffer?

If Mr.Lal were to be your client, how would you help him? 

What would you tell him?  

You would demonstrate how all these things could be done 

with a computer, right? Not a bad idea, but that doesn't 

necessarily mean he'd buy a computer. He's most probably 

going to say, " Why should I spend fifty thousand rupees just 

to save 3 hours a day? It' s a huge sum and I don't have 

anything else to do anyway. I'm happy with the way things are, 

thank you. “

Marginal and incremental improvements don't excite clients. 

You need much more to convince a client to buy your 

product/service. Before offering them solutions, identify 

their problems for them. Even after problem identification, 

don't sell solutions, sell dreams. Help clients realize their 

dreams of becoming the best, largest, widest, whatever they 

want to realize.  That's when clients convert. 

 Instead of being a salesman who tries to sell his products for 

margin, be a partner to the client, so genuinely in the client's 

best interests, that you identified a problem that even the 

client didn't identify. 
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Being customer focused is not just good for the clients the 

organization serves but also the organization itself, because 

the employees are satisfied and more connected to work. With 

this culture in place, it is easier for people to work in teams, 

leading the entire organization to function seamlessly as a 

single entity, while producing exemplary results.

Not surprisingly, many organizations across domains are trying 

to adopt this culture, though they know it is no mean feat to 

bring customer focus into the culture of an entire organization.

In fact, according to an article on the Harvard Business Review, 

an organization goes through a journey, in defined stages, in 

order to become customer focused. There are 3 stages, each 

with a clear objective and requiring a different rung of 

leadership to be involved. The entire organization, thus gets 

involved, including the leadership circle.  

In the imaginary situation of our story, before approaching Mr. 

Lal, you need to know about his business, his clients, and also 

his competitors. And since he has never heard of a computer, 

and you possibly can't find a similar business that has 

benefitted from using a computer, you must show him what 

could be achieved for him with the computer.

How he could process more orders, could go online and get 

orders from neighboring places. You probably shouldn't tell a 

client this solution lets you work quicker. 

While being perfectly correct, the winning solution is the one 

where you tell the client what they could actually achieve with 

that saved time and resources.  Mr. Lal should probably buy a 

high spec laptop now, so that he need not make another 

investment when he expands his business. 

Instead of a second investment, he could just make one, 

slightly bigger investment. Provide the customer options, 

options they didn't know existed or were possible. Inform them 

and let them choose, irrespective of their expertise in the area. 

While it may sound daunting, and difficult, this could be quite 

easy, when you are customer focused. The best solutions 

aren't always the one with the best products or technology. 

The best solutions, however, are always the ones that are 

tailored by customer focused people. And clients always 

choose the people who use this secret sauce in their solution. 

Does your organization have the secret sauce?
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The Draconian 
Devil

By Sourav Bhattacharya

“Are you kidding me? You still wear formals to work? What, with 

the laced up shoes with socks and trousers with belts??”

I was sitting at Terminal 3, Heathrow, waiting to board the 

fabulous Emirates Airbus A380 on my way back to India via 

Dubai, when this 20-something year old European wearing a 

hoodie asked if he could use my phone. Being the normal 

human being that I am, I obviously agreed. His name was 

Arttu Lisaka, he was from Finland, and he was flying to Malta 

for business. As we started chatting, after exchanging the 

usual pleasantries and small talk, I asked him what he did for a 

living. His answer was an unexpected one. He said, and I 

quote, he played poker for a living! An actual professional 

poker player!

I haven't traveled all over the world, but I had never even 

hoped I'd meet an actual, living, breathing, flesh and blood, 

professional poker player! I had only heard of such people, 

who do what James Bond did in Casino Royale. To come 

across such an individual was something that I had never even 

expected! I listened with rapt attention as he went on 

describing his work and how he got into playing poker 

professionally. Apparently, he was always good at poker. But he 

had never considered playing it professionally.

He was, a typical school going kid, who got good grades, and 

then went to college, graduated & finally landed a gig coding 

for a huge Finnish multinational communications and 

information technology company! But from then on, 

everything went into a dizzy spiral. He hated working there. 

Couldn't stand going to work every day. So he started 

concentrating on playing poker in his spare time. Soon he 

realized that he could make way more, comfortably, by 

playing poker, than he could by working there! And, that was 

that. He left his job three years later and decided to become a 

professional poker player.
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I didn't want to poke & prod his decision to leave. But I was 

curious. Why, did a Finn, leave working for a Finnish 

corporation to go be a poker player? Was it just money? Bad 

Food? I casually slipped in the question: “So what was it that 

made you quit working? Low pay? Or something else?” His 

answer left me surprised.

Apparently he was quite happy with his pay. No problems 

there. But everywhere else, there were too many issues. Issues 

with his boss, weird HR policies, micromanaging managers & a 

management that prefers to manage employees by fear & 

intimidation. To be honest, I was quite shocked. I have heard of 

many organizations where such practices are quite common. 

And yet, Finland, a country which is among the top 5 countries 

in the global happiness index, has organizations which imbue 

policies which are disliked by employees! His most particular 

dislike? Strict work timings & dress code! To which I asked what 

he considered as a dress code.

He said, there shouldn't be a dress code, unless you're 

someone who's talking to clients on a daily basis, face to face. 

A normal regular employee should be allowed to dress 

comfortably and wear what she/he wants to wear without it 

being vulgar or offensive. So a pair of jeans and a round neck 

t-shirt should be absolutely fine. To which, I casually asked him 

what would he say to coming to office dressed in formal attire. 

He was shocked when I told him what is commonly considered 

as work attire in India.

On the flight back home, I thought about what Arttu said. And 

then I realized. He was correct. Had I been in his place, I 

probably would have done the same. Not become a 

professional poker player, no. 

But I would have moved out of the organization which uses 

tactics such as enforcing an ancient dress code, striking fear 

into the employees mind and micromanaging their every 

move.

Just think about it. There are times when organizations want 

employees to put in long hours at the office. Not just that, but 

also respond to emails over nights & weekends, willingly 

donate their off-hours – nights, weekends, vacations etc. 

without complaining. No matter how big workaholics we are, 

no one will like working past a certain point. Couple all this 

with policies such as adhering to a strict dress code, fixed in 

times & out times, bad food in the cafeteria and worse 

employee engagement policies, and you're looking at an 

extremely glum place of work.

You know who's responsible for implementing all this, don't 

you? Yes. Human Resources. You see, Human Resources are 

the people who make up the workforce of an organization. You 

want something done, you have to depend on the humans in 

the office. Sure there's automation making its way into our day 

to day life. But even automation has to be programmed by a 

human! Until such a time when a benevolent A.I overlord is 

created that can take care of all our tasks and we can relax on 

a sunny beach, Pina Colada in hand, we still need humans to 

take care of a majority of tasks.

So why, oh why, would one want to formulate policies which 

will make the life of that human being, who dedicates more 

than half a day, every day, five days a week, working with you, 

fighting in the trenches with you, more and more 

cumbersome?
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This is something that continually vexes me. Yes I understand 

the need for rules and regulations. Such as don't steal from the 

company, or don't bad mouth someone, or don't reveal the 

company's secrets to an outsider. But why do you think we 

need a dress code when we don't interact with customers on a 

day to day basis? I'm not saying that organizations must be ok 

with employees showing up for work dressed in nothing but 

their birthday suits. Or wearing something offensive or vulgar. 

But what's the need to force a junior/mid-level employee who 

doesn't work directly with customers, to be dressed to the 

nines, every single day! And what is it with organizations and 

their undying hatred towards round neck t shirts! It's a t-shirt. It 

can't be vulgar unless it has something vulgar printed on it. 

That's it. Any why oh why must it have a collar? What is this 

fetish that most organizations have with collars? If I'm wearing 

a suit, sure it makes sense to put on a shirt with a collar on it. 

Even without a collared t-shirt, a blazer with a round neck t-

shirt & a pair of jeans looks good. Nothing vulgar or offensive 

about it, right? So why don't organizations allow this? Is it 

because years and years ago, someone deemed it prudent to 

wear formals to work, with collared shirts, and for no reason 

whatsoever, we are choosing to continue with this idea? Then 

there's the issue with education and upskilling.

Think about it, these days we keep hearing things about how 

jobs are lost due to automation and robotics & process 

automation. There are many of those who aren't skilled in all 

the cutting edge technologies. Who've done what they've been 

asked to do, and they've done it. No questions asked. 

Tomorrow, if their skillset is going to become outdated and 

redundant, shouldn't the Human Resources division of every 

company take steps to ensure that their employability stays 

relevant? The employee himself/herself may not realize it, that 

their skillset will soon be rendered useless in the coming days, 

because let's face it, they are working, day in day out, towards 

projects and commitments.

So if they do forget to think a little about their future, shouldn't 

the human resource division step in and educate the employee 

about the forthcoming misfortune? And if the employee 

themselves realize the significance of upcoming doom, and 

they wish to reskill/upskill themselves, shouldn't HR foster such 

attempts? Life is all about learning.

So why don't HR teams ensure that all employees have the 

basic minimum skillset needed to retain employability, all the 

time? I'm not going to name names, but let's just say that all 

the big wigs and leaders in the tech industry have a killer in-

house team that fosters, promotes and propagates learning 

throughout the company.

Which in my opinion is the killer need of the hour. Fostering 

further studies, sponsoring masters & PhDs should come de-

facto with every HR team. Employees will feel cared for, 

nurtured if one takes these simple steps to help them out. If 

you don't strive to make your employees' lives more 

comfortable, remember, Karma is that thing you know. Not just 

that, there are times when employee morale is down.

Everyone has good & bad days. You choose to reward your 

employees for doing a good job, yes? Then why don't you do 

something regularly to boost employee morale? Being an 

ostrich and burying your head in the sand, pretending that 

everything is all right, won't work. Self-motivation is extremely 

difficult to drive, and only some of the best leaders in the world 

possess it.

For the rest of us mere mortals, finding motivation is nearly 

impossible, after suffering a setback. As curators of employee 

morale and health, shouldn't you take some steps to make 

your flock feel better? So that even if they stumble, and fall, 

you'll be there to catch them and help them get back up on 

their feet?

Ok. Rant over. If you ask me, I see no value added to the life of 

an employee by forcing her/him to wear formal attire with 

collars. Similarly, I see zero importance of measuring how 

many hours an employee spends in the office. Productivity 

cannot be defined by lines of code, or hours spent in the office, 

or by who is sporting the sharpest collar.

You want employees to do what they do best? Give them the 

freedom to do so, by letting them be who they are. Stop 

enforcing nonsensical policies on them, just because your 

predecessors and their predecessors before them did so. 

Similarly, with everything that affects employees; if an 

employee was on leave with her/his manager's approval, but 

didn't log it in the leave management system, don't be the 

Draconian system and cut their pay because the request was 

not logged through the proper channel.

 A HR Department must always act like a human being, 

function humanely! They should be compassionate and not 

just quote policies & hide behind procedures. Life isn't made 

better by just blindly following policies. No function should 

behave like a draconian devil that no one likes.
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Get Your 
'Awesome' 

Right!

By Bindu Vijayan

“Each to his own”, to me that phrase implies core liberation, 

and in the process, we diverse into a whole range of styles as 

individuals, team mates and leaders. Organizations today 

open opportunities that are more than positional, that's the 

beauty of globalization, we are constantly improving practices 

and honing management styles, so being whoever we are, 

today's corporate world demands of us our own personal style 

to nurture colleagues and teams, allow them to perform at 

their best, and have the ability to discern when to stay the 

course, and when to change. 

In all our awesomeness, sometimes it is difficult to admit that 

we are less than perfect, we fall prey to times when humility 

freezes over and we are unable to be as positive and 

responsive as we should be.  Our diversity is responsible for 

setting the tone of our organization, it pans from the strong 

willed, the defensive, those who have a disability to accept 

feedback, the sensitive, the extremely self-aware, the ready to 

collaborate and accept, and everything in between. 

Through all types of people – the intellectual, cerebral, quiet, 

loud, and so on -  we each need to find our uniqueness and 

make it work right.  Do we empower the people we interact 

with day to day; in every transaction? Would we as team-

mates and leaders allow everyone to be 'fabulously them'? 

That's motivation at it's best, that's when you are allowing 

awesomeness to take over organizations. If you think you are 

the uber intelligent asset of your organization, allow everyone 

else to be uber about their skills and intelligence. 

Being part of Marketing, a bunch who is steeped in the belief 

that we must deliver on our brand's promise, I could say the 

same for people; just like how companies are expected to be a 

true reflection of its promised capabilities, as people we must 

have the capabilities we want to see in another. Okay, I agree 

that it is a miracle if even some of us get along given our 

human individuality and nature, but cohabiting with genuine 

respect for one another is a must. Do we find it hard to 

appreciate other's work and contribution?  Am I a Manager 

who does not want to delegate and promote knowledge and 

competence? If I coach and reprimand in public, would I be 

alright having the same done to myself?
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Doing the right thing includes delivering difficult feedback to 

our associates, and the havoc not giving genuine feedback 

wreaks can be huge – in such scenarios Managers and team 

members who think they are doing fine run the risk of moving 

the whole business and organization into trouble. It is 

important to have the courage to ruffle feathers sometimes, to 

drive the change that is needed. 

Get genuine, and that means your behavior is the same on 

the inside as it would be on the outside, get transparent and 

feel the power of being genuinely awesome. Our world has 

become too cluttered with hype, brands and gloss, very few 

are happy about being themselves, and we are getting less 

and less genuine. Genuine people are just themselves, they 

don't have this dire need to be liked (a need that dire 

manipulates a lot of everyone!), they are authentic and you 

are never hoodwinked about their reliability. You and I do not 

want to hang out with phonies, right? Be it friendships or in our 

professional associations, we are always looking for 

genuineness, so wouldn't that apply to us as well?  

Similarly, when companies hire to garner diversity of 

experiences and skills to build a strong system, if it's 

Management isn't genuine and expects strict adherence to 

their own perspective, it's a gridlock. They run the 

responsibility of making the work done by employees 

meaningful, and of recognizing skills and talents; in short, they 

are the stewards of their human assets. If Managements were 

to hold back their folks tethered to frozen roles and are not 

genuine about sharing information or about their values, but 

obsesses only about themselves, that's just power / role 

aggrandizement. 

"Throughout the centuries, there were men who took first steps 

down new roads, armed with nothing but their own vision. The 

great creators -- the thinkers, the artists, the scientists, the 

inventors -- stood alone against the men of their time. Every 

new thought was opposed; every new invention was 

denounced. But the men of unborrowed vision went ahead. 

They fought, they suffered, and they paid. But they won.

No creator was prompted by a desire to please his brothers. His 

brothers hated the gift he offered. His truth was his only motive. 

His work was his only goal. His work -- not those who used it. 

His creation -- not the benefits others derived from it -- the 

creation which gave form to his truth.

He held his truth above all things and against all men. He went 

ahead whether others agreed with him or not, with his integrity 

as his only banner. He served nothing and no one. He lived for 

himself. And only by living for himself was he able to achieve 

the things which are the glory of mankind. " 

Am I generous with appreciating other's work? Do I as a team 

member or a Manager leave colleagues' / teams' work 

unacknowledged? We all cringe at selfishness when it is aimed 

at us, our awesomeness lies with being happy for other 

people's successes. Similarly, how often do we stand up for 

another or speak out for another, or step out of those well-

established selfish comfort zones? Is it becoming an outdated 

trait? We don't all need to get along and react and behave like 

a batch of clones with identical responses and traits, but at the 

same time, don't let our flaws hurt another's life or career. Like 

I wrote in my last blog, silent animosity and perceptions 

cannot be legislated, and similarly, tacit disapprovals scream of 

low tolerance levels.

The mixed bag that every organization is, we may find people 

who constantly make us undersell ourselves. As individuals, 

Managers, and as organizations, lets champion great work and 

ideas from diverse sources. Let's work on getting our awesome 

right, get prosocial, get generous, and function with heart and 

humility.
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GSLV MK III

By Anish Sreenivasan



The C25 is 4 metres (13 ft) in diameter and 13.545 metres 

(44.44 ft) long, and contains 28 tonnes of propellant. This 

engine was initially slated for completion and testing by 2015.

ISRO crossed a major milestone in the development of CE-20 

engine with the successful 640 secs hot test at ISRO Propulsion 

Complex, Mahendragiri on 19 February 2017. The test 

demonstrated the repeatability of the engine performance 

with all its sub systems like thrust chamber, gas generator, 

turbo pumps and control components for the full duration. All 

the engine parameters were closely matching with the pre-test 

prediction.

The first C25 stage was first used on the GSLV MK III D1 

mission on June 5, 2017.[35] This mission successfully put in 

orbit the GSAT-19E communication satellite. Work on the C25 

stage and CE-20 engine for GSLV Mk.III upper stage was 

initiated in 2003, the project has had to face multiple delays 

due to problems with ISRO's smaller cryogenic engine, the CE-

7.5 for GSLV MK-II upper stage.

How important is GSLV MK III to India?

India had to rely on the French Ariane 5 rocket to launch its 

heavy satellites and it has remained an important component 

of the India-France space cooperation. Two decades ago, this 

technology was denied to India by the Soviet Union under 

pressure from the US. Export controls on strategic 

technologies were used to prevent India from developing 

missile or nuclear technology. Today, the equations have 

changed and India is on the other side of the table. With the 

development of the GLSV Mark 3 India joins the frontline 

along with China and the well-developed western countries to 

launch heavier satellites. The ISRO now is capable of 

generating a huge revenue by launching heavier satellites at a 

considerably low cost when compared to the other countries. 

This is expected to be a great win for India as a country which 

has advanced its satellite launch technology and upped its 

game with low cost implementations.

It is indeed a proud moment to see India trying to become 

independent in the satellite launch technology. These types of 

advancements will kindle the young minds to gain more 

interest in space technology and make much bigger 

innovations.
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